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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front is moving across the western portions of the Gulf this morning, and will continue to move across the basin 
through the afternoon. This front isn’t particularly strong, only allowing for a noteworthy wind shift for the very western 
reaches. From Texas waters through Louisiana waters, look for winds to become northerly to northeasterly at strong to near 
gale. Otherwise, the basin should mostly experience winds becoming moderate to fresh, with easterly to southeasterly flow 
expected to begin again by Thursday evening. Waves will be moderate to rough near the strongest part of the front, and there 
will be a thunderstorm risk across Texas waters.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Southerly flow is then expected again by Saturday, with fresh to strong winds expected, and moderate to rough waves 
possible. Another cold front is then expected to move across on Sunday into Monday, shifting winds to northerly and 
increasing them fresh to near gale, with moderate to rough wave heights accompanying. The strongest precipitation activity 
with this boundary is expected to be near the coastal waters. Enhanced winds then persist through the beginning of the week, 
weakening again as a fresh high pressure ridge moves fully out over the Gulf on Tuesday into Wednesday.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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